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Two Research ‘Schools’
 in the nineteenth century two ‘research schools’ were born
and flourished in Turin under the guidance of two leaders
(Maestri): Peano and Segre
 two scientific projects: mathematical logic and foundational
studies; algebraic geometry

how such ‘schools’ dealt with two aspects:
 the acculturation tools used in order to carry out their own
teamwork and to build up their own identity or style;
 the publishing and socializing strategies that these
‘schools’ developed, with the aim of validating their
contributions at local, national and international levels.

Two Research ‘Schools’
 How and where did Peano and Segre acquire their own mathematical
culture?
 How and where did they draw inspiration to develop the research
projects of their ‘schools’?
 which journals did they read?

 what libraries did they used to
frequent?
 how did they conceive a library,
in its dual nature of physical
place and abstract, mental
space of circulation of
knowledge?

Segre’s Card Index
 525 files, 85% of
which annotate
mathematical papers
published in
specialized journals,
academic series,
bulletins of societies,
and journals for
teachers and
students, edited in 45
different countries

Formulario Mathematico
 references and quotations constructed by browsing 42 journals from
10 different nations (AJM, AM, BM, IdM, MA, NAM, BSM, JMPA,
JFRAM, QJ, …. Bulletin de l’Ac. des Sciences de St. Petersbourg,
Prace
Matematyczno-fiziczne
Warszawa,
Tidsskrifft
for
Mathematik, Copenhagen ...)

Artom’s Library
 a member of the Peano
and Segre's ‘schools’
such as Emilio Artom
(a ‘gleaner’, according
to the ‘metaphor’ of
Giusti and Pepe (2001))
boasted
a
personal
library consisting of 467
offprints of journals
published in Germany,
France, Poland, Great
Britain, Spain …

Peano and Segre’s sources

Je vous remercie de ce que vous me
dites de vos Vorlesungen über das
Ikosaeder: j’attendais avec une
certaine impatience le publication de
ce livre, et maintenant qu’il est parû
mon libraire [Rosenberg-Sellier] ne
tardera pas à me l’envoyer. [Segre
to Klein, 21 August 1884]

The Special Library of Mathematics
 In 1883, the Special Library of
Mathematics (Biblioteca Speciale
di Matematica) was founded at
the University of Turin: NAM, BSM
 In
1888-89
the
original
endowment was enriched by the
legacies
of
outstanding
mathematicians (C. Ferrati, Faà
di Bruno and G. Bruno): AM,
MA, QJ, AJM, JFRAM, …
 two types of subsidies (Ministry
grants
and
those
of
the
Piedmontese
University
Consortium): NAM, BSM, MFMF

The Special Library of Mathematics
 The Special Library of
Mathematics was
always placed under the
direction of a
mathematician: Enrico
D'Ovidio (1883-1906),
then Corrado Segre
(1907-1924), Gino Fano
(1924-1938), and finally
Francesco G. Tricomi
and Alessandro Terracini
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1883-1892
 in the early years, the Special
Library of Mathematics - already
well equipped thanks to the
periodical collections inherited
from
private
bequests
completed those collections by
purchasing the missing issues
(JMPA)

 this purchase policy touched only
the specialized mathematical
journals and not the academic
series
 Library of the Turin Academy of
Sciences, National Library

1893-1896
 New subscriptions were
signed on: JDMV, IM, RSPM,
AMP, …
 New donations: Smithsonian
Institution,
Deutschen
mathematishen Gesellschaft
in Prag, Universidad Central
de Venezuela, …

 Peano was at the guide of
Rivista di Matematica (18911906) while Segre intertwined
a
large
network
of
correspondance
with
foreign and Italian scholars.

 Segre and Peano received offprints from all over the world
and many foreign periodicals, f.e. those exchanged with the
Rivista and with the Annali di Matematica (after 1904). They
circulated these offprints and journals via their ‘schools’.

Give me the Note by Hilbert and Hurwitz (the Library of the
Teachers Training School already has it in the Acta
Mathematica, I think). As for the other two papers by Hilbert,
the Library and I already hold them in the Mathematische
Annalen: so you can donate them to some Roman geometer.
[Segre to Castelnuovo, 12 January 1892]

If you didn’t need Lüroth’s memoir any more, at least for now, the
Library of the Teachers Training School would take it back .
[Segre to Castelnuovo, 7 December 1893]

1893-1906
 Manoeuvring among the
Special Library of
Mathematics, the
library of the Turin
Academy of Sciences,
the National Library
(RGSPA, RMM) and the
Library of the Società
pro cultura, between
1893 and 1906 the
members of the ‘schools’
had almost all the
journals at their disposal
that they used for
scientific and teaching
activity.

1907-1915
 Segre took over the
direction of the Special
Library of Mathematics in
1907 and strengthened
d’Ovidio’s policy, allocating
more than half of the funds
received by the Ministry and
the University Consortium to
the subscription and binding
of
periodicals
(BAMS,
TAMS,
Bulletin
Astronomique, Journal de
chimie physique, Annali du
Bureau des Longitudes,
Bulletin of Calcutta mathem.
society …).
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The Ideal of Göttingen Lesezimmer
Students who are enrolled in the Seminary can also
benefit, if they want, of the Reading Room and its
Library. The special purpose of this Library is to
provide the students with those books and magazines
that one should consult more frequently; and precisely
in order to not betray this purpose and to constantly
leave everything available to all, it is strictly
forbidden to borrow these books and journals.
Whoever wants to bring some volumes at home, can
contact the General Library. Among the new
collections, a major role is played by the journals
(especially German and French journals, no one Italian
periodical, unlikely), for an overall amount of 300 marks
each year.
[Fano 1893, 185]

The international fame
The requirements for such studies [abroad] are libraries, lectures,
and personal help. Where are they best supplied? …. In Paris the
Bibliothèque nationale is difficult of access; the library of the
Sorbonne is overcrowded, and open only a limited number of
hours every day; the smaller libraries, like that at the Ecole
Normale, are ill supplied with funds. ... In Turin there is an
excellent mathematical library, opened twice daily, from which
with the professor’s permission students may withdraw what
books they will. The large National Library is in the university
building, and is open all day to whoever wishes to enter. Lastly,
the privilege is sometimes granted of using the fine library of
the Royal Academy of Science, a delightful place, which
rejoices especially is possessing the proceedings of all
imaginable learned societies.
[Coolidge 1904, 12]

After War Times
Autre chose, et plus délicate. La Biblioteca matematica della
Facoltà di Scienze, que je dirige, a toujours été abonnée
(indirectement par des libraires d’ici) aux Acta Mathematica.
Mais dans ces derniers temps le change de votre monnaie (comme
de celles d’Angleterre, Suisse, etc.) en papier italien, s’est élevé de
telle sorte que nous avons dû, il y a une année, suspendre
l’abonnement, dans l’espoir de voir plus tard s’abaisser le
change, et de pouvoir acheter à meilleurs frais les tomes qui
venaient à manquer. Vain espoir! Or, je ne veux pas que dans
notre Bibliothèque nos professeurs et nos étudiants ne puissent
trouver les derniers tomes de votre si glorieux journal! Mais comment
faire? Des collègues m’ont informé que pour certains journaux
scientifiques suisses, anglais, américains, les éditeurs ont accepté
de faire des conditions de faveur: c’est-à-dire que le paiement du
prix d’abonnement soit fait en lire italiennes, ou du moins en francs
papier, au lieu de francs or, ou sterlines, etc.
[C. Segre to G. Mittag-Leffler, 10 December 1921]

1922-1924
 Only in 1922, with an
extraordinary assignment of
budget, the Special Library of
Mathematics was able to fill
the gaps accumulated in its
collections during the war
years.

 Important donations arrived
from Peano (PMF, WM,
Mathesis, …), Somigliana
(Japanese Journal of
Mathematics, The Tôhoku
mathematical Journal, …),
Fano (Commentarii
Mathematici Helvetici, …)

Under Fano’s Direction
(1924-1937)
 many new subscriptions to
foreign journals were activated:
Abhandlungen aus dem
Mathematischen Seminar der
Hamburgishen Universität,
Annales de l’IHP, Archiv for
Mathematik, Astronomi och
Fysik, Fundamenta
Mathematica, Recueil
mathématique de la Société
Math. de Moscou, Mathematica
Cluj, …)

 Fano intensified the
international exchanges.

Conclusions
 Since the beginning, the Special Mathematics Library of the Turin
University kept dozens of international journal collections that
were imported from both centres and peripheries, and
circulated via Segre and Peano's ‘schools’ until the first half of the
20th century.
 A study of these collections has given interesting insights in the
local and material aspects of the circulation of mathematics in
Turin.

 This study has also lead to a better understanding of the networks
of exchanges on which the construction, development and
international promotion of a ‘research school’ rely.

